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COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
COM(90)  576  final 
Brussels,  30  January  1991 
Proposal  for  a 
COUNCIL  REGULATION  (EEC) 
on  common  rules for  the allocation of  slots 
at  Community  airports 
(presented by  the  Commission) • 
EXPLANATORY  MEMORANDUM 
1.  There  Is  growing  concern  over  the  Imbalance  between  the  expansion 
of  the  air  transport  system  in  Europe(1)  and  the  lack  of  adequate 
airport  Infrastructure  to  meet  that  demand.  Not  only  airlines, 
facing  serious operational  difficulties are  affected,  but  also  the 
policy  adopted  by  the  Counci I  of Ministers of  lowering barriers  for 
market  entry  and  of stimulating competition  in Europe  is  frustated. 
2.  At  the  time  of  the  adoption  of  the  second. phase  of  air I ine 
1 iberal isat ion  the  Counci I  of  Ministers  has  given  due  regard  to 
this  discrepancy.  Increased  I lberal isation  In  the  areas  of  market 
access,  capacity  sharing  and  tariffs  on  the  :one  hand  and  the 
decreasing  number  of  avai table  slots  at  alrp_orts  on  the  other 
hand(2)  cannot  be  east ty  brought  together. 
The  Counci I  ant lclpated  the  coming  into  force  o( a  Regulation  on  a 
t:t~: 
code  of  conduct  on  slot  allocation  based  on  th~
1 
general  principle 
of non-discrimination on  the  grounds of national.ity. 
·  3.  Many  1  n 1  t 1  at i ves  have  been  taken  to  I ncr  ease  t"he  capacIty  of  the 
system.  Air  :traffic  control 
· (European  Civil  Aviation 
harmonization  and  lntegrat ion 
coli aborat ion  wl th  Eurocontrol. 
the  development 
developments 
Conference) 
of·_ systems  In 
In  addition 
·:·.:-' 
,Include  the  ECAC 
programme  for  the 
the  area,  ..  in  close 
tq  a  study  aimed  at 
(1)  ±  ax- increase  per  year  of  passenger  k't lometers  over·.··the·.,--last  five 
years. 
·.  ·~~ 
(2)  Counci 1  regulation n·  2343/90 of  24  July  1990,-·Art-icle  10. - 3  -
of  two  Pan-European  air  traffic  management  systems  for  the  longer 
term. 
The  capacity of  terminal  buildings  Is  a  responsibility of  the  air-
port  authorities  and  the  authorities of  Member  States.  The  Commis-
sion proposal  to reQuire  regular  consultations between  airports  and 
users aim  to create a  framework  where  also capacity  problems  can  be 
closely examined  and  solutions can  be  discussed.  Many  airports  have 
Increased  their  handling  capacity  and  measures  are  taken  to  speed 
up  the· passenger  terminal  throughput. 
4.  The  capacity  of  an  airport  depends  on  the  capacity  of  the  subsys-
tems.  Since  It  Is  easier  to  rearrange  terminal  but ldlngs  and  apron 
facilities,  it  Is  normally  not  parking  positions,  gates,  Immigra-
tions,  customs,  luggage  facilities etc.,  that  constitute  the  limit-
Ing  factors,  but  runway  capacity. 
Ideas  have  been  put  forward  to make  more  efficiently use of  the  ex-
Isting  runway  capacity,  e.g.  introduction of  mixed  operations,  re-
duction of  the  lateral  separation of aircraft,  construction of  rap-
Id  exit  turn-offs and  other  Ideas.  These  suggestions merit  thorough 
study and,  depending on  the specific situation at  the  airport,  they 
may  actually  Increase  the capacity. 
There  Is,  however,  an  Increasing  number  of  airports where,  despite 
all  effort.s,. a  serious. congestion problem  exists and  wi II  remain. to 
exist  and  where  It  Is  for  environmental  and  other  reasons  not  pos-
sible to construct  new  runways  at short  notice .. 
5.  lt.has been  recognised  by  airlines that  In  those  cases where  expan-
sion of  capacity  Is  genuinely  impossible  and  demand  for  faci 1 itles 
exceeds availabJIIty,  adjustments  to  the schedules of  air·lines are 
necessary  to  prevent  undue  delays,  diversions  or  cancellations  of 
flights.  To  this  end  the  airlines  organised  in  the  International 
AIr  Transport  AssocI at Jon  (lATA)  have  developed  schedu·l i·ng  proce-
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d~res  guldsllnesC3)  aimed  to  provide  governments,  airport 
authorities and  airlines with  Information on  recommended  methods  to 
deal  with  congestion  problems  at  airports  on  a  fair  and  equitable 
basis. 
6.  The  lATA  procedures  provide  for  bi-annual  conferences  which  are 
open  for  attendance  for  a II  carriers  where  the  schedules  of  a 1 r-
llnes can  be  coordinated with  the airport  coordinator.  The  Schedul~ 
lng  Procedures  Committee,  the  steering  group  for  the  conferences, 
establishes the  rules of coordination;  It  reviews  the  capacity  1 Im-
Itations,  assists  In  establishing  them  and  provides  for  a  review 
or  mediation  In  case problems  should arise. 
The  airport  coordinators  play  a  key  role  In  the  total  process,  not 
only  during  conferences,  but  throughout  the  year.  They  decide  on 
the  actual  allocation of  slots  and  they  monitor  the  whole  process 
of  scheduling  and  use  of  slots coordinated.  Decisions  on  conflict-
Ing  slot  appl !cations  are generally  taken  on  the  basis of  priority 
rules. These  priorities are based  on  the  following  fac'tors: 
Historical  precedence  - a  slot  that  has  been  operated  b~  an 
airline  should  entitle  that  airline  to  claim  the  same  slot  In 
the next  equivalent  season. 
New  entrants  - an  airline's  request  for  a  slot  at  an  airport 
receives  new  entrant  status  provided  that  the  request,  if  ac-
cepted,  would  not  result  In  the  airline  holding  more  than  four 
slots on  that  day  on  that airport. 
Effective  period  of  movement  - the  schedule  effective  for  a 
longer  period of  operation  In  the  same  season  receives  priori-
ty. 
Emergencies. 
(3)  lATA- Sctleduli·ng  p,rocedur.es  Gu,l:de.,  ei:ght  edHion·July -1990  --- 5  -
Daylight  saving  time. 
In  the scheduling procedures  these basic priority rules are further  de-
fined. 
7.  To  meet  the  request  of  the  Council  the Commission  has  undertaken  a 
review  of  the  present  system  of  slot  allocation  and  has  considered 
alternative solutions.  To  this end  consultations have  taken  place 
with  I.a.  the  following organisations  and  authorities  on  the  basis 
of  a  questionnaire and  two  discussion papers  : 
(a)  the slot coordinators 
(b)  ICAA  (airports) 
(C)  ACE  ( I  ndependant  aIr lines) 
(d)  EBAA  (business aviation> 
(e)  lATA  and  AEA 
(f)  ERA  (regional  carriers) 
(g)  FATUREC  (users)  and 
(h)  with  the  US  authorities and  airline  Industry. 
The  brief  results of  these consultations were  as  follows 
(a)  The  coordinators  of  the  congested  airports  stressed  the  point 
that  the present system gives  the necessary flexibility  result-
Ing  In  the optimal  use  of  available  slots.  Coordinators  must 
be  knowledgeable  air I ine  people  to  do  a  proper  Job.  There 
might  be  a  reason  to  give  coordinators  a  more  formal  neutral 
and  Independent  position.  although  there  have  never  been  com-
plaints  on  this  point.  There  are  ways  and  means  to  create 
more  slots  at  the  congested  airports.  Slot  allocatIon  Is  a 
global  Issue.  not  Just  In  Europe.  therefore  lATA  is  a  good  fo-
rum. 
(b)  The  airports recognise  that  the existing system  in  the  congest-
•  .j,".  •• 
ed  airports  Is  far  from  satisfactory and  disadvantages  new  en-
trants  to  the  market.  the  establishing  of  new  routes  and  the 
optimal  utilisation  of  airport  capacity.  They  believe  that 
the  participation of  airports as  full  members  In  the  ,~"(tit  allo 
·:  '~ 
• cation  process  would  be  a  first  s-tep  In  Improving  the_.sltua-
t I on. 
(c)  The  Independent  airlines  of  ACE  have  also  Indicated  that  the 
present  lATA  system  Is  an  efficient  way  of  dealing  with  the 
difficult  subject  of  slot  allocation.  The  equal  treatment  of 
charter  and  scheduled  services was  considered  an  Important  as-
pect.  0~ the  question  of  grandfather  rights  and  new  entrants 
It  was  accepted  that  the  present  system makes  It  difficult,  but 
not  Impossible  to get  slots. 
(d)  Business  aviation  is  a  different  market  segment  because  these 
companies  do  not  participate  in  the  slot  allocation  process, 
but  try to get  the  necessary slots when  needed  on  an  ad-hoc  ba-
sis.  Flexibility  Is  the  key  word  for  this  type  of  aviation, 
generally  the  lATA  system  works  well,  although  airports  could 
play a  more  Important  role. 
(e)  lATA  and  AEA  were  strong supporters of  the present  system.  It 
was  stressed  that  the rules  develop  gradually  and  wll I  be  da-
ve loped  further.  The  fact  that  the  system  Is  created  and 
carried  out  by  the  Industry  Itself  has  lead  to  acceptance  of 
the  rules,  even  by  those  who  face  refusal  of  a  slot.  Communi-
ty  rules  would  create a  massive  amount  of  complaints  and  court 
procedures.  lATA  is wi  II lng  to cooperate with  the  Commission 
and  develop  rules  to better  accommodate  new  entrants. 
Commission  participation  in  the  SPC  (Schedt.il ing  Procedures  Com-
mittee)  was  welcomed. 
(f)  ERA  (European  Regional  Airlines)  repeated  the  arguments  used 
by  the  other  organisations.  A Commission  regulation  is  unnec-
essary  and  may  disturb  the  system.  New  entrants,  member  of 
ERA,  have  been  able  to obtain slots at  the  very  congested air-
ports. 
(g)  FATUREC  stressed  three  points  :  slot  allocation  should  not 
present  a  further  increase  In  competition  In  Europe;  existing 
dominant  positions of  national  carriers  at  airports  should  not - 7  -
.':: 
be  strengthened  by  the  slot  allocatIon  rules;  new  entrants 
should  have  access  to congested airports. 
(h)  The  US  authorities  have  shown  a  keen  Interest  In  the  develop-
ments  In  Europe.  They  claim  preferential  treatment  for  US 
carriers,  similar  to  the  advantaged  treatment  International 
services  have  In  the  US.  The  US  airline  Industry  accepts  the 
lATA  procedure  and  they  participate actively  In  the  development 
of  the rules. 
a.  On  the  basis of  alI  the  Information  received,  It  can  be  concluded 
that  the  scheduling  procedures  as  developed  among  air I lnes  provide 
for  a  reasonable  system  of  schedule  coordination.  It  Is  widely  ac-
cepted  among  aIr II nes  as  the  best  poss lb le  way  to  dea I  wIth  the 
difficult  Issue  of  coordination  In  a  non-political  and  reasonably 
neutra I  way.  There  are,  however,  a I  so  some  defIcIencIes  In  the 
scheduling  procedures.  The  fact  that  It  concerns  a  set  of  guide-
lines  creates  the  necessary  flexibility,  but  It  Is  also  recognized 
that  the procedures are not  always  applied. 
The  position  of  the  airport  coordinator  Is  a  very  Important  one, 
therefore his neutrality should  be  beyond  any  doubt. 
The  fact  that  the  coordinator  Is  appointed  by  an  airline  ensures 
his  knowledge  but  Is  not  a  guarantee  for  neutrality.  Also  the 
transparency  of  the  system  has  been  questioned.  It  Is  often diffi-
cult  to control  the allocation of  slots during  and  after  the  sched-
uling  conferences.  The  emphasis  on  historical  precedence  ensures  a 
stable and  undisrupted operation,  but  It  also  favours  carriers es-
tablished at  the airport and  discourages  new  initiatives. 
9.  The  scheduling  procedures  are  not  the  only  set  of  rules  governing 
the  allocation of  slots,  also  in  the  United  States  there  Is  legis-
lation  In  this area.  The  high  density airport  rule establishes  I lm-
1  tat Ions  on  the  number  of  ( IFR)  operatIons  per  hour  accepted  at 
·• 
..  ~ 
-. 
?1  ..  ~  . 
•  ! four  congested  airports  In  the  United  States<4>.  The  tota1  hourly 
· ll•lt of  landing  and  take-off  slots  for  each  airport  Is  divided 
Into  three  categorlee,  one  for  each  clan of uHrs:  air  carriere, 
~ter  airltrwa and  other operaton.  It  Ia very  Important  for  Eu-
ropean  carr iera  ttlat  lnternat lona I  eiots are  alloCated  eeparatel y. 
In  practice  this •ana  that  If, required  t.y.any  bll.ateral  agree-
'  menta,  elots are lUcie  available for  International  operatIons  .•. 
The  allocation  and  transfer  of  air  carrier  and  COIN'ftUter·slots  .are_ 
regulated  In  the  "buy-sell"  rule  ..  This  Is  the  regulatory  framework 
permitting  (a)  that  the  Initial  allocation  created  a  historical· 
precedence  to  the  carrier  holding  them  at  the  time  and  (b)  that  a 
relatively  unrestricted  secondary  or  aftermarket  in  slots .Is  per-
mitted.  Slots  for  domestic operations  can  be  bought  and  sold  by  any 
party,  Including non-carriers,  with  few  restrictions. 
10  "Although  US  FAA  procedures  are  not  Identical  to  the  lATA  system, 
we  have  tried  to  the  degree  consistent  with  US  regulations  to  In-
terface with  the  lATA  process.  A.s  congestion grows,  a  time  may  come 
when  the  voluntary  system  becomes  Inadequate,  and  we  must  be  think-
ing  ahead  to  what  wl II  be  necessary  to  keep  the  air  transport  sys-
tem  functioning  efficiently.  However,  a  more  transparent  lATA  pro-
cess  seem  to us  preferable  In  the  near  term".<5> 
This  citation  indicates  that,  although  Internally  the  US  has  its 
own  rules  and  regulations,  on  a  worldwide  scale  the  lATA  process  Is 
considered  as  an  efficient way  of  dealing with  the  problems. 
(4)  New  York  :Kennedy  International,  Ia Guardia 
Chicago  :  O'Hara  International 
Washington  :  National 
....  t  J  Gc.:::m.;;nts  of  the  US  governme~t  on  'discussion  paper  on  Slot - 9  -
11.  The  COmmission  has  carefully examined  the  advantages  and  disadvan-
tages of  the slot  trading system as presently applied  In  the  us  and 
It  has  concluded  that,  although  that  such  a  system  fias  certain mer-
Ita  In  the  US  environment,  on  the  European  scene  It  would  not  meet 
the alms  as set out  above. 
12.  The  COmmission  has  also considered  the  Introduction  o1  a  system of 
peak  pricing,  charging differential  landing,  parking  and  passenger 
charges  In  peak  and  off-peak  houis.  By  adding  costs  to  peak  hour 
operations,  alrl lnes  could  be  stimulated  to  change  their  operating 
patterns  and  schedule  more  services  In  the  off-peak  periods  or  to 
non-congested  airports.  The  justification  of  peak  hour  pricing 
Is  that  passengers  will  have  to  make  a  choice  between  the  higher 
costs  of  a  peak  hour  operations  or  to  use  the  airport  facilities 
when  demand  Is  lower.  On  the  other  hand  a  system  of  peak-hour 
pricing will  undoubtedly  Increase  the  already  high  fares  In  Europe 
and  there  Is  evidence  that  the  demand  of  peak  slots  Is  not  very 
elastic.  Therefore  airlines  react  only  when  the  differences  In 
charges  are  very  large.  Finally  peak-hour  pricing  does  not  meet 
the  object lve  of  lowering  barr lers  for  market  entry.  Based  on 
these observations  the COmmission  has  considered that  before a  sys-
tem  of  peak  hours  pricing  can  be  Introduced  the  pr~s and  cons  re-
quire  further  study.  The  Commission  has,  on  the  basis of  the  fore-
going,  decided  to use  the existing scheduling  procedures as  the  ba-
sis for  this Regulation,  but  to  add  conditions  to  the  operation of 
these  procedures. 
13.  One  of  the  main  objections  against  the  existing  scheduling  proce-
dures  Is  the  threat  that  due  to  the  absolute  priority  given  to 
grandfather  rights  (historical  precedence)  air  traffic  to  and  from 
congested airports will  be  a  "closed shop".  With  the growing  demand 
for  slots  at  these  airports  the  value  of  grandfather  r lghts  will 
Increase.  The  airlines  holding  grandfather  rights  wl  I I  do  anything 
to  preserve  their  rights,  sloce  g.lvlng  4P  such  a  slot  means  that 
you  will  not  be  able  to get  It  back. 
(-- 10  -
Consequently  the  situation  at  congested  airports  will  be  more. and 
more  static.  New,  Innovative,  agresslve  or  low  cost  carriers  will 
not  be  ableto compete  in  these  markets  and  the  policy  objectives 
cannot  be  met. 
14.  On  the other  hand  It  has  to be  recognized  that  the  preference given 
to  grandfather  rights  has  many  merits.  The  establishment  of  a  ser--
vice  on  a  route  Is  costly,  these  Investment's  can  only  be  made  If 
there  Is certainty  that  the  routa can  be  operated  for  a  longer  pe~ 
rlod. 
Also  from  a  passenger  perspective  It  Is  good  that  a  certain conti-
nuity exists  In· the operations.  Thirdly there  Is  the  aspect that  to 
-establish an  Integrated network  of operations with  good  connections 
.....  also  a  recognized  policy objective- airlines  should  be  able  to 
operate  ro~t~s over  a  prolonged  period of  time. 
15.  In  balancl.ng  the  advantages  and  disadvantages  1-t.ls  felt  that  In 
certaIn  cases  the  pr lor I ty  of  grandfather  r lghts  shou l.d  .-:be  super-
seded  by  the  Interest  to  promote  competition  on  routes  where  there 
Is  presently  a  monopoly  or  duopoly.  Subject  to  certain  conditions 
this  can  mean  that  carriers  holding  grandfather  rights wil I  be  re-
Quired  to  give  up  these  slots  for  rea-llocation  to  a  new  entrant. 
Only  by  accepting  th1s  farreachlng  consequence  the  risk of  lnflexl-
bll lty at  congested alrpotts can  be  avoided. 
16.  Fortunately  even  the  most  congested  European  airports  have  not  yet 
reached  a  I  eve 1 of  saturatIon  where  new  entry  through  the  norma I 
procedures  Is  not  possible.  At  Heathrow,  Gatwlck,  DUsseldorf  and 
MunIch  there  are  each  season  a  cons lderab I  e  number  of  slots  re-
leased  and  redistributed.  Therefore  the provisions on  the withdraw-
al  of  grandfather  rights  and  allocation of  these  slots  to  new  en-
trants may  only  be  a  safeguard clause,  at  least  for  the  time  being. 
····~. •.· - 11  -
17.  The  council  of Ministers has  Indicated a  second  category  o1  s~ri!C­
es  where  the  scheduling  procedures  offer  Insufficient  protec-
t ion<&>.  The  Council  decided  that  pending  the  coming  Into  fore& 
of  a  Regulation  on  a  code  of  condUct  on  slot  aiJocat Jon  Member 
States  shall  not  authorise  an  aJ.r  carrier  (a);  to  establish  a  new 
service;  or  (b)  to  Increase  the  frequency  of  an  existing  servlca 
between  a  specific  airport  In  its  territory  and  another  Member 
State  for  such  time  as  an  air  carrier  1 lcensed  by  that  other 
Member  State  Is  not  permitted,- on  the  basis  of  Inter  alia  rules 
relating  to  the  allocation of  slots,  to establish  a  new  service  or 
to  increase  frequencies  on  an  existing  service  to  the  al.rport  In 
question. 
18.  This  decision  of  the  Council  acknowledges  that  the  present 
schedu I  I ng  procedures  do  not  ensure  ava I I ab I 1 i t y  of  s I ot  s  to 
rec Jprocate  a  new  servIce  or  an  I ncr  ease  of  frequencIes  on  an 
existing  service.  The  fact  that  carrl.ers  holding  many  slots  at  the 
congested.  aIrports  are  free  to  change  the  use  of  that  slot  from. 
one  route  to·  another  creates  the  necessary .flexibility,  but  also 
l~ads  to  the  situation  that  such  a  carrier  can  respon~ to  changes 
In market  demand  by  changing  the  use  of  its slots,  whereas  another 
carr ler,  hoi d lng on I y  few  slots  •.  cannot  react  In  a  flex lb I e  way. 
· 19.  The  temporary  sol.utlon  adopted  by  the  Council  to  refuse  Increase 
of  frequency  or  Introduction  of  new  services  unless  reciprocal 
slots  are  available  risks  to  l~ad  to  Inflexibility,  because  It de-
nies  alrllnes·the posslbllity  to  react  to  the  market.  A  more  posi-
tive  approach  is  to  give  Community  carriers  the  right  for  the 
slots  necessary  to  reciprocate  new  services  or  increases  of  fre-
quency.  This,  of  course,  can  I imlt  the  number  of  slots  avai I able 
for  allocation and  It can· even  result  In  a  limitation of  the  exer-
cise of  grandfather  rights,  but  It avoids  a  freezing  of  the  situa-
tion  In  certain  bilateral  relations  due  to  a  lack  of  available 
slots. 
(6)  Counci I  Regulation  2343/90 of  24  July  1990,  Article  10 :. 
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Conclusion 
20.  A  code  of  conduct  for. slot  allocation  Is  a  necessary  Instrument  to 
safeguard  the  policy  object lves  of  the  Council  of  Ministers.  The 
schedu I I ng  procedures.  as  present I y  app I I ed  create  a  reasonabJ e 
framework,  but  It  Is  the  responsibility of  Member  States  to  Inter-
vene  In  the  slot  allocation  process  In  certain  situations,  ·espe-
c I a 1  1  y  where  new  ,In rt I at I ves . are  blocked  because  of  a  l.ack  of 
slots.  This  Is  the  case  where  a  new  entrant  Intends .to operate on  a 
route  where  competition  Is  limited  and  where  new  services  or  addi-
tional  frequencies  cannot  be  Introduced  be9ause  reciprocal  slots 
are not  available.  In  these  eases,  lnterventlon·by Member  States  Is 
needed. - 13  -
Proposal  for  a 
COUNCIL  REGULATION  <EEC) 
on  common  rules for  the allocation of slots 
at COmmunity  airports 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the Treaty establishing  the  European  Economic  Communi-
ty  and  In  part lcular  Art lc.le  84  (2)  thereof. 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the Commission,  (1) 
Having  regard  to  the opinion of  the  European  Parliament,  (2) 
Having  regard  to the opinion of  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee,  (3) 
Whereas  there  Is  a  growing  Imbalance  between  the  expansion  of  the  air 
transport  system  In  Europe  and  the  aval lability of  adequate airport  In-
frastructure  to  meet  that  demand;  whereas  there  Is,  as  a  consequence, 
an  increasing number.of  congested airports  In  the Community; 
Whereas  the  allocation of  slots  at  congested  airports  should  be  based· 
on  neutral,  transparent  and  non-discriminatory rules; 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) - 14  -
Whereas  the  reQuirement  of neutrality  Is  best  guaranteed when  the  deci-
sion  to coordinate  an  airport  Is  taken  by  the  Member  State  responsible 
for  that airport on  the basis of objective criteria; 
Whereas  the Member  State responsible  for  the coordinated airport  should 
appoint  a  coordinator whose  neutral lty should  be  beyond  any  doubt; 
Whereas  transparency  of  Information  Is  an  essential  element  for  ensur-
Ing  an  objective procedure  for  slot allocation; 
Whereas  the principles governing  the present  system of slot allocations 
could  be  the  basis of  the  present  Regulation  provided  that  this  sys-
tem  evolves  In  harmony,  with  the evolution of  the  new  transport  develop-
ments  In  the Community; 
Whereas  future  evolution  should  allow  for  the  entrance of  new  carriers 
Into  the Community  market; 
Whereas  the  present  system  gives  preference  to grandfather  rights  and 
does  not  always  facilitate new  entrants; 
Whereas  It  Is  Community  policy  to  lower  barriers  to  competition  and  to 
encourage  entrance  Into  the  market.  as  provided  for  in  Council 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2343/90  (1)  and  whereas  these  objectives  reQuire 
strong  support  for  carriers  who  Intend  to  start  operations  on  intra-
Community  routes with  limited competition; 
Whereas  It  Is necessary  to  reQuire  Member  States or  their  appointees  to 
ensure  that  a  minimum  number  of  slots  are  available  for  operatIons  on 
Intra-Community  routes even  where  an  airport  Is  held  to be  congested; 
(1)  OJ  No  l  217.  11.8.1990.  p.  8. - 15  -
Whereas  any  withdrawal  of  grandfather  rights  should  respect  the 
principle  of  proportionality  and  should  therefore  be  limited  to  the 
number  of  slots  necessary  to  meet  the  needs  of  new  entrants  at  the 
airport  In  Question,  whl le  ensuring  that  alI  Incumbent  carriers at  that 
airport  are  treated  In  a  comparable  manner,  taking  Into  account  the 
number  of  slots used  by  each,  and  avoiding unnecessary  disturbances  of 
exls11ng  arrangements; 
Whereas  It  Is  also necessary  to  avoid  situations whereby  one  community 
air  carrier  can  Introduce  a  service  or.  Increase  frequency  on  an 
existing  service  and  other  Community  air  carriers  cannot  reciprocate 
these  Initiatives  owing  to  a  lack  of  available  slots;  whereas  this 
could  mean  that  the  benefits of  I iberallzatlon are  unevenly  spread  and 
competition  Is  Impaired; 
Whereas  in  the  cases  referred  to  in  the  eleventh  and  twelfth  recitals, 
air carriers which  have  been  granted  new  slots must  use  these slots  for 
the  purpose  for  which  they  were  requested  over  a  period  of  time 
considered  to be  sufficient; 
Whereas  It  Is  appropriate  for  the  Community  to  offer  new  entrant  air 
carr lers  from  thIrd  countr les  treatment  comparable  to  that  offered  by 
those countries  to Community  air carriers; 
Whereas  the  adopt ion  of  a  regu I  at ion  for  the  allocation  of  slots  at 
Community  airports should  not  have  a  negative  effect  on  the  operations 
of  small  air carriers, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION; 
Article  l  Scope of  the regulation. 
This  Regulation  shall  apJtiY  to  the  allocation  of  slots  at  Community 
airports. - 16 -
Article 2  Definitions 
For·  the purpose of  this Regulation: 
(a)  "slot"  means  the  scheduled  time  of  arrival  or  departure  available 
or  allocated  to  an  aircraft  movement  on  a  specific  date  at  an 
airport  during periods which  are coordinated; 
(b)  "new  entrant" means  an  air carrier 
I.  not  holding  more  than  three  slots on  any  day  at  a  coordinated 
airport  and  requesting  further  slots  for  services on  that  day, 
or 
I I.  not  holding  more  than  30%  of  slots held  by  alI  air  carriers on 
a  day  at  a  coordinated  airport  or  at  another  airport  In  the 
same  airport  system  and  requesting  further  slots  at  that  air-
port  during  that  day to commence  services  tailing  within  the 
scope  of  Regulation  (EEC)  2343/90  on  a  route  on  which  at  most 
two  other  air  carriers  are  exercising  third  or  fourth  freedom 
traffic rights between  the airports concerned  during  that  day; 
<c>  "congested  airport"  means  an  airport  where  the  capacity  for  more 
than  one  hour  on  any  day  does  not  meet  the  demand  or  forecast  de-
mand; 
(d)  "scheduling  period"  means  eitfler  the  summer  or  winter  season  as 
used  In  the  schedules of air carriers; 
(e)  "Community  air  carrier"  means  the  air  carriers  defined  In  Article 
2(e) of Regulation  (EEC)  No  2343/90; 
(f)  "coordinated  airport"  means  an  airport  where,  in  order  to  land  or 
take  off,  It  is  necessary  for  an  air  carrier  to  have  a  slot  allo-
cated by·an airport  coordinator; - 17  -
(g)  "airport  system"  means  two  or  more  airports grouped  together  as  de-
fined  In  Article 2(k)  of  Regulation  CEEC)  2343/90; 
(h)  "hlstor leal  precedence"  means  a  slot  that  has  been  operated  by  an 
air  carrier  as  cleared  by  the  coordinator  and  which  entitles  that 
airline to  the same  slot  In  the next  equivalent  season. 
Article 3  General  rules 
1)  Member  States shall  permit  air  carriers with  a  val ld  route  I icence 
to freely  schedule  and  operate their  services  to and  from  Communi-
ty  airports which  are not  coordinated  In  accordance with Article 4. 
2)  Member  States  may  require  air  carriers  to  communicate  their  flight 
programs  to national  authorities  In  accordance with  national  rules 
and  regulations. 
Article 4  COnditions  for  airport coordination 
1)  A Member  State  responsible  for  a  congested airport  shall  consider 
designating  It  as  coordinated  for  the  periods  that  congestion 
problems  occur. 
2)  When  the  airport  congestion  results  in  operational  delays  of  more 
than  one  hour  on  any  day  to  the  published  operating  schedules  of 
airlines,  the  Member  State  responsible  for  that  airport  shal I,  at 
Its  own  Initiative or  at  the  request  of  the  Commission,  designate 
that airport  as coordinated.  Once  this designation  has  taken  place, 
the  Member  State shall  Inform  the  Commission  thereof. 
3)  The  decision  to  designate  an  airport  as  coordinated  shal I  be  taken 
by  the  Member  State  responsible  for  that  airport  after  consulta-
tions  with  the  air  carriers  using  the  airport  repeatedly  and/or 
their  representative  organisations,  the  airport  authorities  and 
representative organisations of  passengers using  the airport,  where 
such  organisations exist. 
• 4) 
5) 
When  the  decision  to designate  an  airport  as  coordinated  is  taken, 
a  ~horough  capacity  analysis  shall  be  carried  out  at  the  airport 
w!th  the  purposa  of  determining  posslbl I !ties  to  Increase  the 
capacIty  In  the  short  term  through  Infrastructure  or  operat lona 1 
changes,  and  t6  determine  the  time  frame  envisaged  to  resolve  the 
problems.  The  analysis  shall  be  updated  periodically  and  shall  be 
made  available  to  Interested parties. 
This  Regulation  shall  not  affect  a  Member  State's  right  to 
regulate,  without·  discrimination,  the  dlstrlbut'lon  of  traffic 
between  the airports within an  airport system. 
Article 5  The  coordinator 
1)  The  Member  State shall  appoint  an  airport  coordinator. upon  the  ad-
vice of  the air  carriere using  the  airport  repeatedly  and/or  their 
representative organisations and  of  the airport  authorities. 
2)  The  coordinator  shall  be  responsible  for  the allocation of slots at 
the  coordinated  alrport{s)  and  shall  act  In  accordance  with  this 
Regulation  In  a  neutral,  non-discriminatory  and  transparent  way. 
3)  The  coordinator  is answerable only  to  the Member  State that  has  ap-
pointed .hlm. 
4)  Tile  COOI'diN.-tGf"  .-at ..,Uct.pate  I" ·.SIIIOtt  lnterMtiOMI  8CaeG&H"8 
CGftfer.,._. ef atr  taw~ 
6)  The  coordlttator :aen-·at any  ua  mate  a.vaHab le  for  review  t9 ·1HI 
Interested parties .t._.  .. fottewtng· informauon - 19  -
a>  historical  slots  by  airline,  chronologically,  for  at I  air 
carriers at  the airport, 
b)  requested  slots  (Initial  submissions),  by  air  carriers  and 
chronologically,  for  all  air carriers, 
c)  all  allocated  slots,  and  outstanding  slot  requests,  listed 
Individually  In  chronological  order,  by  air  carrier,  for  all 
air carriers, 
d)  remaining  available slots, 
e)  full  detal Is on  the criteria being  used  In  the  allocation. 
6)  The  coordinator  shall  permit  slots  to  be  freely  exchanged  between 
air  carriers or  by  an  air  carrier  from  one  route,  or  type  of  ser-
vIce,  to another.· 
Article 6  Scheduling committee 
1)  When  a  Member  State has  decided  to designate  an  airport  as  coordi-
nated  according  to  Article  4(1)  and  (2),  It  may  set  up  a 
schedu II ng  convn I ttee  that  wIll  assIst,  In  a  consu I tat I  ve  capac i. ty_. 
the  coordinator  referred  to  In  Article  5.  Participation  In  this 
committee  shall  at  least  be  open  to  the  air  carriers  using  the 
airport(&)  repeatedly,  the  airport  authorities  concerned  and 
representatives of  the air traffic control. 
The  minimum  tasks  required of  the scheduling committee  shall  be 
to  consider  possibilities  for  Increasing  the  capacity 
determined  In  accordance  with Article 7  of  this Regulation, 
to suggest  Improvements  to traffic conditions prevailing at 
the airport  In  question,  and 
to monitor  the use of allocated slots. 
. 
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Article 7  Airport capacity 
At  a  coordinated airport  the airport  authority  In  cooperation with  rep-
resentatives of  the air traffic control,  and,  where  applicable,  subject 
to  the  approval  of  the  Member  State,  shall  determine  the  airport  ca-
pacity  twice  yearly after consultation with  customs  and  Immigration  au-
thorities  and  the  airlines  using  the  airport  and/or  their  representa-
tive  associations  following  Internationally  established  methods.  The 
possibilities of  accommodating  the different  types of  aviation  shai I  be 
examined  Individually. 
This  Information  shall  be  provided  to  the  airport  coordinator  in  good 
time  before coordination  takes  place. 
Article 8  Process of coordination 
1)  Air  carriers  requesting slots at  a  coordinated airport  shal I  sub-
mit  to  the  airport  coordinator  all  Information  requested  by  the 
airport coordinator. 
2)  a.  Without  prejudice  to  the  appl icatlon  of  Articles  85  and  86  of 
the  Treaty  and  of Article 9  of  this Regulation,  a  slot  that  has 
been  operated  by  an  air  carrier  as  cleared  by  the  coordinator 
shall  entitle that  air carrier  to the  same  slot  in  the equiva-
lent  period  and  days  of  operation  of  the  next  equivalent  sea-
son.  This  historical  precedence  shall  apply  only  to  scheduled 
services and  programmed  non-scheduled  services. 
b.  In  a  situation  where  all  slot  requests  cannot  be  accommodated 
to  the  satisfaction of  the  air  carriers concerned,  the  airport 
coordinator  shall  give  preference  to  commercial  air  services 
and  In  particular  scheduled  services  and  programmed  non-
scheduled services. - 21  -
c.  The  airport  coordinator  shall  also  take  into  account  the 
additional  priority  rules  set  out  In  the  Annex  to  this 
Regulation. 
3)  If  a  requested slot cannot  be  accommodated  the airport  coordinator 
sha II  Inform  the  request lng  aIr line  of  the  reasons  therefor  and 
shall  Indicate  the nearest  alternative slot. 
4)  The  airport  coordinator  shall.  at  all  times.  endeavour  to 
accommodate  ad  hoc  slot  requests  for  any  type  of aviation  Including 
general  avlat ion.  To  this  end  the  slots  available  In  the  pool 
referred  to  In  Article 9  of  this  Regulation  but  not  yet  allocated 
can  be  used  as well  as slots  liberated at short  notice. 
5)  The  Commission  shall  establish. after consultations with  air carri-
ers,  airport  coordinators.  and  airport  authorities,  minimum 
requirements  for  the  automated  systems  to  be  used  by  the  airport 
coordinators  In  order  to  ensure  the  proper  Implementation  of 
Articles 5  and  8. 
Article 9  Slot pool 
1)  At  a  coordinated  airport  a  pool  shall  be  set  up  containing  newly 
created slots. unused  slots and  slots which  have  been  given  up  by  a 
carrier during or  by  the end  of  the season. 
2)  Any  slot  not  utilised more  than  651 of  the allocated period  can  be 
withdrawn  and  placed  In  the  slot  pool  referred  to  In  paragraph  1 
for  rea.llocation,  unless  the non-utilisation can  be  justified  Inter 
alia  on  the  grounds  of  the  grounding  of  an  aircraft  type,  or  the 
closure of  an  airport or  airspace. 
3)  Slots  placed  In  the  pool  shall  be  dlstr ibuted  among  applicant 
carr lers.  At  least  501  of  these  slots  sha II  be  a I located  to  new 
entrants with  priority  In  the order  set out  In  the Annex. 
... 
',!  ... 
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4)  (a)  When  requests  for  slots by  new  entrants as defined  in  Article 2 
(b)  (II)  cannot  be  accommodated  by  the  normal  process or  by  the 
procedure  referred  to  In  paragraph  3,  the  Member  State 
responsible  for  the  airport  shall  make  available  the  necessary 
slots.  For  this  purpose  the  Member  State shall,  in  the  first 
Instance,  and  in  a  non-discriminatory  way,  reclaim  slots  used 
by  air  carriers  to  the  extent  that  these  carriers operate  more 
than  6  slots  on  that  route  on  the  day  In  question.  Slots  are 
reclaimed  on  a  priority  basis  from  those  services  which  are 
operated with aircraft of  less  than  200  seats. 
(b)  If despite  the application of  subparagraph  (a)  serious problems 
continue  to  exist  for  new  entrants,  the  Member  State  shall 
convene  a  meeting  of  the  scheduling  committee.  The  purpose  of 
the meeting  shall  be  to examine  posslbll lties for  remedying  the 
sItuatIon.  The  CommIssIon  sha II  be  I  nv l.ted  to such  a  meet I  ng. 
5)  The  new  entrants referred  to  In  paragraph  4 are entitled to as many 
slots as  are  needed  to meet  the existing services of  the  other  air 
carrler(s)  operating on  that  route  to a  maximum  of  6  slots on  any 
given  day. 
6)  The  slots  referred  to  in  paragraph  4  cannot  be  freely  transferred 
by  the air carrier  receiving  them  from  one  route or  type  of  service 
to another  for  a  period of  2 years. 
7)  A new  entrant which,  through  the  normal  procedures,  does  not  obtain 
slots within  3  hours  before or  after  the  time  requested  shal I  re-
tain the  new  entrant status. 
8)  When  the  slots  made  available  In  accordance  with  paragraphs  2  and 
4,  are  not  used  or  are  given  up  within  a  period  of  2  years,  they 
shall  be  returned  to  their  original  holder.  Where  this  rule  cannot 
ba  applied  or  where  the  original  holder  does  not  wish  to  use  the 
srot,  It  shall  be  placed  In  the slot  pool. - 23  -
9)  At  the  request  of  any  Member  State  or  on  Its  own  Initiative,  the 
Commission  shall  examine  the  appl icatlon  of  this  Article  In  any 
particular  case  and  within  two  months  decide  whether  it  Is 
correctly  applied.  The  Commission  shall  communicate  Its  decision 
to  the Councl I  and  to  the Member  States. 
10)  Any  Member  State may  refer  the Commission's  decision  to  the Council 
within  a  time  limit  of  one  month.  The  Council,  acting  by  a 
qual lfled  maJority,  may  take  a  different  decision  within  a  period 
of one  month. 
Article 10:  Special  circumstances 
1)  A Member  State responsible  for  a  congested airport  shal I  ensure  the· 
allocation of slots to  a  Community  air  carrier  that  cannot  recip-
rocate  a  new  service or  an  Increase  of  frequencies  on  an  existing 
service  by  another  Community  air  carrier  owing  to  congestion  prob-
lems  at  that  airport.  This  obligation  shall  be  subject  to  the  con-
dition  that  the  first carrier can  demonstrate  that  It  has  not  been 
able  to get  the  necessary slots within  3  hours  before or  after  the 
time  requested  during  the  previous  season  by  the  normal  slot  allo-
cation procedure or  by  the procedure  referred  to  In  Article 9. 
2)  The  Community  air  carrier  refered  to  In  paragraph  1  Is  entitled  to 
as  many  slots as  Is  needed  in  order  to  reciprocate  the  new  service 
or  the  increase of  frequencies on  the existing service of  the other 
Community  air carrier. 
3)  The  slots refered to  In  paragraph  2 cannot  be  freely  tr~nsferred by 
the air carrier  receiving  them  from  one  route or  type  of  service  to 
another  for  a  period of  2 years. 
j 4) 
5) 
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Member  States  shall  make  the  necessary  transparent  and  non-
discriminatory  arrangements  to  ensure  that  the  slots  required  to 
meet  the  provisions  of  this  Article  shall  be  aval fable  for 
allocation  to  the  relevant  airlines  at  the  beginning  of  the 
scheduling  period,  If  need  be  by  limiting  the  number:  of  slots  of 
the  air  carrier  Intending  to  Introduce  a  new  service  or  to 
Increase  frequencies on  an  existing service. 
Whenever  the  slots  made  available  In  accordance  with  paragraph  4 
are  not  used  or  whenever  they  are  given  up  within  a  period  of  2 
years,  they  shall  be  returned  to their original  holder.  Where  this 
rule  cannot  be  applied  or  where  the  or lglnal  holder  does  not  wish 
to  use  the  slot,  It  shall  be  placed  In  the  slot  pool  referred  to 
In  Article 9. 
6)  At  the  request  of  any  Member  State  or  on  Its  own  initiative,  the 
Commission  shal I  examine  the  application of  paragraphs  2  and  4  in 
any  part lcular  case  and  within  two  months  decide  whether  these 
paragraphs are correctly appl led.  The  Commission  shal I  communicate 
Its decision  to  the Council  and  to  the Member  States. 
7)  Any  Member  State may  refer  the Commission's  decision  to  the  Counci I 
within  a  time  limit  of  one  month.  The  Counci I,  acting  by  a 
qualified  maJority,  may  take  a  dlffererit  decision  within  a  period 
of one  month. 
Article  11  Relations with  third countries 
1.  The  Member  States shall  Inform  the  Commission  of  any  specific dif-
ficulties encountered,  In  taw  or  In  fact,  by  Community  air  carriers 
In  obtaining slots at  congested airports  In  third countries. - 25  -
2.  Whenever  It  appears  to  the  Commission.  either  on  the  basis  of  in-
formation  received  in  accordance  with  paragraph  1  or  on  the  basis 
of  other  Information.  that  a  third country.  with  respect  to  the al-
location of slots at  congested airports. 
a)  does  not  grant  Community  air  carriers  treatment  comparable  to 
that  granted  by  Member  States  to  air  carriers  from  that 
country.  or 
-b)  does  not  grant  Community  air  carriers  de  facto  national 
treatment.  or 
c)  grants  air  carriers  from  other  third countries  more  favourable 
treatment  than  Community  air carriers. 
the  Commission  may  Initiate  negotiations  In  order  to  remedy  the 
situation. 
3.  At  the  request  of  any  Member  State  or  on  Its  own  Initiative.  the 
Commission  can  decide  to  suspend  wholly  or  part Iaiiy  the  obi iga-
tlons of  an  airport  coordinator  and  a  Member  State under  Articles 8 
and  9  In  respect  of  an  air  carrier  of  a  third  country  under  the 
conditions  referred  to  In  paragraph  2.  The  Commission  shal I 
communicate  its decision  to  the  Council  and  to  the Member  States. 
4.  Any  Member  State may  refer  the Commission's  decision  to  the  Counci 1 
within  a  time  limit  of  one  month.  The  Council.  acting  by  qualified 
majority.  may  take  a  different  decision  within  a  period  of  one 
month. 
Article 12  General  provisions 
1)  The  Commission  shal I  submit  a  report  to  the  Council  on  the 
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2)  Member  States  and  the  COmmission  shall ·co-operate  In  the  appl !ca-
tion of  this  Regulation.  particularly  as  regard  the  collection  of 
the  Information for  the  report  mentioned  In paragraph  1). 
Article  13 
The  Counci !.,shall  review  the operat.lon of this Regulat-Ion  before  1  July~·  .; 
1994  on  the basts of  the :report  furnf.shed  by  the  Comm-Ission. 
Art tete  H 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  'Into 'force  on  the  thlrt leth  day  following 
that  of  ltac .publication  tn -·the  Offlcl.al  Journal  of  the· -European 
Communities. 
Thi·s  Regul'a:tlon  shall··be  binding  In  its·entlrety and.  dlr.ect·ty:appllca.;... 
ble  rn all  Member  Sates.~ 
Done  at Brussels.  For  the  Counc II 
The  President - 27  -
A N N E X 
Additional  Priorities for  Allocation of AlrQQrt  Slots 
~.  :  . 
1.  The  prime  obJective  behind  the  allocation of  specific slots  should 
be  to ensure  that  the economic  penalties arising  from  any  necessary 
rescheduling shall  be  kept  to a  minimum  In  terms  of  the  air I lne~  a~ 
a  whole. 
2.  When  two  or  more  airlines  compete  Jor  th_e  s.ame  slot,  the  schedule 
effective  for  a  longer  period of operation  In  the  same  season  shal I 
have  priority. 
3.  In  the  short  term,  schedule  dislocation caused  by  disturbances be-
yond  airline  control  should  be  dealt  with  as  If  they  were  ad  hoc 
variations.  Long-term  emergencIes  shou I  d  norma I I y  invoke  ·a  re-
scheduling process.  The  future  treatment  of slots cleared,  but  not 
operated  because  of  the  emergency,  should  be  discussed  and  agreed 
In  advance  between  the Coordinator  and  the airline. 
4.  To  Improve  flex I  bIll ty  for  per lods  at  the  begInning  and  end  of 
schedul lng  seasons  In  which  there  are  differences  in  the  dates  for 
Introduction  and  withdrawal  of  daylight  saving  time· 
(a)  schedules  for  periods of  up  to 7  days  should  not  be  adJust-
ed  ; 
(b)  schedules  -for  periods  of 8  to 35  days  should·  be  given  a 
higher  priority than  requests  for  new  slots. 
5.  Any  circumstances  not  covered  by  paragraph  3  should  require negoti-
ation  for  a  new  slot.  However,  If  the  schedule  change  results 
from  : 
_) -.  :. 
- 28  -
(a)  larger aircraft,  .. 
. ' 
(b)  adjustments  to  block  times  in  order  .to. make  them  more  real is-
tic, 
<c>  the  need  of  an  airline to establish  a  year  round  operation,· 
.  .  . 
lt<-should  have  priority over  totally  n·ew  .. demands  for  the  same-slot 
unless· the  new  demands-are  requested  by  new  entrants. 
·.  y. 
6.  Those  sltuat·lons  which  canno.t ·be  resolved. by  appLication  of  the· 
crIterIa  In  the  RegUiat ton  I tse 1  f  and· those  sef out  .above~  should 
be  considered  further  In-the context of  the  followl.ng  factors  .. 
A~  Size  and  type  of  market~ consideration  should be  given· to  the-. 
need  for  a  mixture  of  long-haul  and  short-hau~ operations  ~t 
major  airports  In  order  to  satisfy  public  requirements.  Do-
mestic/regional/long-haul  markets  are  part  of··a-total  pattern 
and  the  sIze  and  type  of  markets  must.  therefore.  be  cons 1  d-
e  red. 
B.  ··  Compet·Jt  .. ton  - consideration ··should -always  be  given  to .attempt~· 
lng  to ensure  that  due  account  ls·taken-of·competltive require-. 
ments  in  the  allocation of available slots. 
c.  Curfews  - In  the  event  of  a  curfew. at  one  airport  creating  a 
slot  problem elsewhere,  priority should  be  given  to  the. alrjlne 
whose  schedule  Is constrained  by  the  curfew  .. 
D.  Requirements  of  the  travelling  public  and  other  users--
consIder  at I on  shou I d  a I ways  be  g I ven  to  mIn I  m  Is I ng  pub I I c  In-
·convenlence  (e.g.  avoiding excessive airport  transit  time,  los-
Ing connections etc.) 
E.  Frequency  of  operation  - higher  frequency  should  not,  per  se, 
Imply  -h lgher  pr lor I ty  - the  prIncIple  of  opt lml s lng  economIc 
benefit  should be  the main  consideration. 
F.  Flexibility- to  achieve  optimum  utilisation of  the  available 
capacity.  COordinators  should  apply  a  certain  degree  of  flexi-
bility when  allocating slots.  Airlines  do  not  always  operate - 29  -
exactly  to  the  timings  published  In  schedules.  Weather. 
winds,  variations  In  flight  times,  ATC  or  technical  problems 
are  some  of  the  reasons  for  such  devIatIons. 
should  take  account  of  this by 
Coordinators 
I.  applying  runway  restrictions  In  tlme·Jntervals of  at  least 
10  minutes  ; 
II. measur lng  hourly movement  rates at  not  less  than  30  minutes  _ 
Intervals  (e.g.  1200-1259  +  1230-1329) 
Ill. using overbooking profiles based  on  past  experience. 
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